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ABSTRACT
Clusters are increasingly interconnected to form multi-cluster
systems, which are becoming popular for scientiﬁc computa-
tion. Grid users often submit their applications in the form
of workﬂows with certain Quality of Service (QoS) require-
ments imposed on the workﬂows. These workﬂows detail the
composition of Grid services and the level of service required
from the Grid. This paper addresses workload allocation
techniques for Grid workﬂows. We model a resource within
a cluster as a G/G/1 queue and minimise failures (QoS re-
quirement violation) of jobs by solving a mixed-integer non-
linear program (MINLP). The novel approach is evaluated
through an experimental simulation and the results conﬁrm
that the proposed workload allocation strategy not only pro-
vides QoS guarantee but also performs considerably better
in terms of satisfying QoS requirements of Grid workﬂows
than reservation-based scheduling algorithms.
1. INTRODUCTION
Clusters are becoming important contenders for both sci-
entiﬁc and commercial applications. Clusters with diﬀerent
performance and architectures, owned by diﬀerent organisa-
tions are now increasingly interconnected to form a multi-
cluster computing system [7].
Complex scientiﬁc experiments within a Grid are increas-
ingly speciﬁed in the form of workﬂows, which detail the
composition of distributed resources such as computational
devices, data, applications, and scientiﬁc instruments. Users
who submit a workﬂow to the Grid will often have con-
straints on how they wish the workﬂow to perform. These
may be described in the form of a Quality of Service (QoS)
document which details the level of service they require from
the Grid. This may include requirements on such things as
the overall execution time for their workﬂow, the time at
which certain parts of the workﬂow must be completed, cost
to the user. In order to determine if these QoS constraints
can be satisﬁed it is necessary to store performance infor-
mation of resources and applications within the Grid. Such
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information could also be performance data for software to
be run on a computational resource, resource information
about speed and reliability, mean service time and mean ar-
rival rate. Here we see that existing Grid middleware for
resource descriptions [14] and performance repositories [3]
may be used for the storage and retrieval of this data.
Job scheduling within Grid is mainly based on two tech-
niques. Either scheduling is performed based on real time
information such as waiting time in the queue, residual pro-
cessing time; or on average-based metrics such as mean ser-
vice rate, mean arrival rates. Real time information based
algorithms generally perform better than average-based strate-
gies [15]. However, obtaining real time information from a
distributed system such as Grid, leads to high overheads.
Moreover resources may be distributed geographically, which
means that obtaining instantaneous information about the
states of geographically distributed resources can lead to
substantial delays and consequently to inaccurate schedul-
ing decisions. Also, it may not be possible to obtain in-
stantaneous information at any arbitrary point in time for
some distributed systems. Thus, it is necessary to develop
approaches which are not dependent on obtaining accurate
instantaneous information. The use of average-based strate-
gies seems to be an appropriate approach. Average-based
scheduling, for jobs based on FCFS (First Come First Served)
rule in a Grid, consists of distributing the workload received
by a central entity such as a brokering service to underlying
service providers.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the Grid model considered and assumptions
held in this paper. Section 3 presents related work and com-
pares our work with others in the ﬁeld. Workload allocation
strategy in terms of minimising job failures is obtained in
Section 4 and the performance of the workload allocation
strategy is evaluated in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the
paper in Section 6.
2. THE MODEL
In our model of the Grid (see Figure 1) we envisage a
number of co-operating Grid Services. We outline relevant
services below and align them with existing Grid services.
However for simplicity, services such as workﬂow manage-
ment system, payment service and others are not shown in
ﬁgure 1.
Workflows : Workﬂows are composed of individual tasks
(jobs). These tasks get executed on computing boxes within
the clusters. Workﬂows have overall deadline and cost con-
straints, which are explicitly speciﬁed by the end-user. There
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Figure 1: Grid Model
could also be other constraints such as network constraints,
availability, reliability. A full list of constraints is beyond the
scope of this paper. However for simplicity, we keep the QoS
requirements of workﬂows limited to overall deadline and
cost constraints. Deadlines and costs for individual tasks
of workﬂows are calculated by the brokering service using a
formula given in the experimental evaluation. We deﬁne a
workﬂow failure as failure in meeting the overall workﬂow
deadline or the cost limit. Failure in meeting deadlines or
costs of intermediate workﬂow tasks is not a workﬂow fail-
ure.
Brokering service : End-users construct and submit
workﬂows to a brokering service [10]. The brokering service
facilitates the tranformation of an abstract workﬂow to a
more concrete workﬂow through the discovery of software
required by the workﬂow tasks and performing scheduling.
Discovery service facilitates workﬂow tasks on computing
resources by transporting required software on cluster re-
sources. When a workﬂow task ﬁnishes, further tasks must
be started. Hence the brokering service dispatches tasks
(jobs) of new and old workﬂows to appropriate cluster re-
sources using a workload allocation strategy developed in
the next section. The jobs are executed by the computing
resources in the order they are received.
Monitoring Service : Monitoring service takes care of
collecting periodic information of the states of cluster re-
sources from their respective management services. This
service can be queried by the scheduling service in order to
obtain estimates of various parameters such as queue length
in order to make accurate scheduling decisions. We assume
here that negligible time is spent by the scheduling service
to obtain information about clusters from the monitoring
service.
Performance Repository : Performance repository stores
historical performance data of workﬂow tasks. The broker-
ing service takes care of logging performance information
of services. When the service completes its execution, the
brokering service records its execution proﬁle and stores in
a performance repository [3]. The scheduling service can
then interrogate performance information in order to obtain
estimates on the execution times of workﬂow tasks.
3. RELATED WORK
In a distributed system such as Grid, job scheduling is
performed at both global and local level [4] [13]. At global
level, workload is distributed to resource clusters and within
them, the local schedulers dispatch jobs to the underlying
resources via a scheduling strategy. Kao et al. [1] use
two homogenous non real time servers to provide a service
that satisﬁes the QoS requirements of jobs. However they
don’t extend their approach to a distributed system such
as Grid and QoS requirements of jobs are limited only to
waiting times. Moreover it is assumed by Kao et al. that
the waiting time requirements of jobs received by a server
follow a uniform distribution. Kao et al. also model the
server as an M/M/1 queue, which hardly exist in real world
situations. Zhu et al. extend the work of Kao et al. by
considering more than two servers that aim to satisfy QoS
requirements of jobs [12]. The performance of scheduling
based on minimising failures to meet waiting time require-
ments (the maximum time a job can wait before execution)
of jobs is also evaluated in [12]. However, their work is con-
ﬁned to a single service with n processing nodes only and
does not consider a distributed system such as Grid. Zhu
et al. also assume that the waiting time requirements of
jobs received by a server follow a uniform distribution and
the server is modelled as an M/M/k queue. He at al. [6]
extend the work of Zhu et al. by developing a workload al-
location strategy for a multi-cluster Grid. They obtain an
analytical solution for miss rate (jobs failing to meet their
waiting time requirements) of jobs having a slack (waiting
time constraints). They minimise the miss rate by allocat-
ing an optimal workload to clusters. Moreover they also
assume that the waiting time requirements of jobs received
by a cluster follow a uniform distribution and again clusters
are modelled as M/M/k queues.
Our work focuses on developing a workload allocation
strategy which minimises failures of jobs (tasks) of workﬂows
with QoS requirements whilst providing QoS guarantee in a
multi-cluster Grid.
4. MINLP FOR MINIMISATION OF JOB
FAILURES
In this section we obtain a MINLP which minimises fail-
ures of jobs received by cluster resources. The MINLP ob-
tains as solutions, the workload allocation and the job as-
signments for cluster resources. In mathematics, non-linear
programming (NLP) is the process of solving a system of
equalities and inequalities over a set of unknown real vari-
ables, along with an objective function to be maximized or
minimized. The objective function and the functions asso-
ciated with the unknown variables in the constraints may
be non-linear in a NLP. If the unknown variables are all
required to be integers, then the problem is called a non-
linear integer programming (NLIP) problem. If only some of
the unknown variables are required to be integers, then the
problem is called a mixed-integer non-linear programming
(MINLP) problem. These are generally NP-hard. MINLPs
can be solved using advanced algorithms such as branch and
bound, outer approximation, generalised Benders decompo-
sition. Our workload allocation problem turns out to be a
mixed-integer non-linear program which is developed in the
next section. We provide table 1 as a quick reference to the
parameters of the MINLP.
4.1 Workload allocation and job assignment
based on failure minimisation of jobs
In this section, a workload allocation strategy using min-
imisation of failures of workﬂow tasks, using a MINLP is
developed. The Grid consists of n clusters with ith cluster
having Ni resources. We model each resource in a cluster in
Table 1: MINLP Parameters
Symbol Function
n Number of clusters
Ni Number of resources in cluster i
Rij Response time of resource j of cluster i
for workload of λij
cij Cost per second of resource j of cluster i
dy Deadline allocation of a workﬂow task
ey Cost allocation of workﬂow task
xijy Binary selection variable associated
with workﬂow task y to be executed
on resource j of cluster i
λ Workload received by the brokering service
λij Workload allocation to resource j of
cluster i
µij Service rate of resource j
of cluster i
zdy , z
c
y Penalty variable associated with deadline, cost
for workﬂow task y
a novel way as a G/G/1 queue with inﬁnite customer capac-
ity, meaning the number of jobs that can wait in the queue
of a resource is inﬁnite. Hence essentially a resource is in-
deed a G/G/1/∞ queue. Mean service rate of a resource
is µij . We consider that the brokering service receives jobs,
with an arrival rate of λ, out of which, λij is allocated to
jth resource of cluster i. The number of jobs that need to
be scheduled is J . Thus the arrival rate can be expressed
as the sum of workload proportions of resources, given by
equation 1.
nX
i=1
NiX
j=1
λij = λ (1)
We develop the two main constraints namely deadline and
cost constraints one by one. Finally we model the objective
function of the MINLP.
• Deadline Constraint
The workload proportion allocated to resource j of
cluster i is λij . We can write the expected average re-
sponse time Rij [5] of resource j of cluster i for work-
load λij , given by equation 2. The waiting time in
equation 3 is calculated based on the parameters of
the resource, whereas the service time parameter is
calculated based on equation 23, as shown in the ex-
perimental evaluation section. The service time is the
upper bound of expected execution time of workﬂow
task on resource j of cluster i. Wij is the waiting time
in the queue, the best known upper bound for which
is given by equation 3. The terms σ2ij(A) and σ
2
ij(S)
are the variances of the inter-arrival times and service
times of resource j of cluster i respectively.
Rij = Wij + service time (2)
Wij =
σ2ij(A) + σ
2
ij(S)
2(1− λij
µij
)
λij (3)
Expected average response time must be less than the
deadline allocation of job assigned to resource j of clus-
ter i. We can now write the following deadline con-
straint, given by equation 4.
∀ i, j, y, (Rij − dy)xijy ≤ 0 (4)
The following equality constraints, given by equation
5 must also be met. These constraints take care of
assigning a job to one and only one Grid service. At
the same time they also take care of assigning every
job. The binary variable xijy is 1 if job y is selected
to be executed on resource j of cluster i, else it is 0.
Equation 6 ensures that the number of assignments
are less than or equal to the arrival rate λij and also
validates equation 4. Morevoer equation 7 ensures
that the queue remains stable.
∀y,
nX
i=1
NiX
j=1
xijy = 1 (5)
∀i, j,
JX
y=1
xijy ≤ λij (6)
∀i, j, λij < µij (7)
• Cost Constraint
The cost constraint is similar to deadline constraint,
given by equation 8. Expected average cost must be
less than the allocated cost of a job assigned to resource
j of cluster i.
∀ i, j, y, (cijRij − eiy)xijy ≤ 0 (8)
The objective is to minimise total failures, i.e. to min-
imise the number of jobs failing to meet their QoS alloca-
tions. The constraints take care of workload allocation and
job assignments. However these constraints may fail, thus
making an infeasible program. Thus to allow for that we
introduce a penalty term (hT z) in the objective. We wish
to minimise the penalty and in turn minimise failures. We
introduce extra variables (z), one per inequality constraint,
that make the constraints feasible at all times. These vari-
ables account for the penalty incurred in failing to meet the
QoS requirements. The coeﬃcient vector (hT ) of these vari-
ables is present in the objective of the MINLP. The values of
this vector are the inverse of the terms diy and eiy present in
the LHS of deadline, cost and reliability constraints. We can
now write the minimisation problem (MINLP) represented
by equations 9 to 18.
minimise hTz (9)
subject to
∀ i, j, y, (Rij − diy)xijy ≤ zdiy (10)
∀ i, j, y, (cijRij − eiy)xijy ≤ zciy (11)
∀y,
i=nX
i=1
j=NiX
j=1
xijy = 1 (12)
∀i, j,
JX
y=1
xijy ≤ λij (13)
∀i, j, λij < µij (14)
nX
i=1
NiX
j=1
λij = λ (15)
0 ≤ λij ≤ λ (16)
∀i, j, y, xijy ∈ {0, 1} (17)
∀i, y, zdiy , zciy ≥ 0 (18)
The above MINLP can be solved by using appropriate non-
linear optimisation software. We use CPLEX, an industrial
quality optimisation software by ILOG to solve the MINLP.
MINLPs are NP-hard problems because apart from being
non-linear, they also fall under combinatorial optimisation
problems.
5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section we present experimental results for the
workload allocation technique described in this paper.
5.1 Setup
Tables 2, 3 and 4 summarise the experimental setup. We
have performed 3 simulations, the ﬁrst with workﬂow type
1, second with workﬂow type 2 and in the third simula-
tion, workload is made heterogenous. The workﬂows ex-
perimented with are shown in ﬁgure 2. Workﬂow type 1 is
quite simple compared to type 2, which is a particle physics
domain workﬂow. In the ﬁrst two simulations, the work-
ﬂows are all similar, but having diﬀerent overall QoS re-
quirements. In the third simulation, workload is made het-
erogenous (HW), meaning any of the three workﬂows shown
as heterogenous workload, in ﬁgure 2 could be submitted.
Apart from that, the workﬂows have diﬀerent QoS require-
ments. Mean of a workﬂow task is measured in millions
of instructions (MI), while speed of cluster resources is mea-
sured in millions of instructions per second (MIPS). We have
taken workﬂow tasks’ distributions as general arbitrary data
distributions with a ﬁnite mean and variance. We have per-
formed 10 runs in each diﬀerent setup of a simulation and
averaged out the values. Initially 500 jobs allow the sys-
tem to reach steady state, the next 1000 jobs are used for
calculating statistics such as mean execution time of work-
ﬂows, mean workﬂow failures and mean utilisation of a Grid
service. The last 500 jobs mark the ending period of the
simulation. The simulation is developed on top of simjava
2 [2], a discrete event simulation package. The Grid size
is kept small in order to get an asymptotic behaviour of
workﬂow failures, as coeﬃcient of variation (CV) of work-
ﬂow task execution time or arrival rates (λ) of workﬂows are
increased. Deadlines of individual tasks of workﬂows are
calculated using equation 19. In order to compute dead-
lines of workﬂow tasks, we put no restriction on the nature
of their execution time distributions (general distributions
Table 2: Clusters setup for simulation 1 and 3
Cluster Machines Avg. Speed (MIPS)
1 6 14000
2 6 10000
3 6 5000
4 6 3000
Table 3: Clusters setup for simulation 2
Cluster Machines Avg. Speed (MIPS)
1 3 14000
2 3 10000
3 3 5000
4 3 3000
Table 4: Simulation parameters
Simulation 1 2 3
Mean λ (per sec) 1.5-10 0.1-2.0 1.5-3.6
CV λ 0.1-2.0 0.1-2.0 0.1-2.0
Task Mean (µ) (kMI) 7.5-35 10-30 7.5-35
Task CV = σ/µ 0.2-2.0 0.2-1.4 0.2-2.0
Cost per sec 0.07 - 0.7 0.07 - 0.7 0.07 - 0.7
Workﬂows Type 1 Type 2 HW
Workﬂow deadline (sec) 40-60 80-100 40-60
Workﬂow Cost 1 - 5 1 - 5 1 - 5
with ﬁnite mean and variance) and compute deadlines in
a way such that 95% of jobs would execute in time under
the calculated deadline. Equation 22 is the cumulative den-
sity function of execution time distribution associated with
a workﬂow task. Such bounds or conﬁdence intervals on the
execution time can be computed using various techniques
such as Chebyshev inequality [8], Monte Carlo approach [9]
and Central Limit Theorem [8] or by performing ﬁnite inte-
gration, if the underlying execution time PDFs (Probability
Density Functions) are available in analytical forms. Dead-
line calculation takes care of all possible execution paths in
a workﬂow. deadlineW is the overall workﬂow deadline for
any possible path in a workﬂow, as shown in table 4, while
costW is the overall workﬂow cost. We provide an example
for the ﬁrst task of workﬂow 2 (HW) in ﬁgure 2. Equa-
tion 19 is scaled with reference to deadlineW , as it is for
the ﬁrst task of the workﬂow. Subsequent workﬂow tasks’
deadlines are scaled with reference to the remaining work-
ﬂow deadline. Similarly equation 20 is scaled with reference
to costW , while subsequent workﬂow tasks’ costs are scaled
with reference to the remaining budget of the workﬂow. The
service time parameter in equation 2 is calculated based
on equation 23. The parameter X in the equations below is
the upper bound of the 95th conﬁdence interval of the exe-
cution time of workﬂow tasks. The value k in equation 23 is
the number of standard deviations required to compute the
upper bound of the 95th conﬁdence interval of the service
time of workﬂow tasks.
deadline1 =
X1P5
i=1 Xi
deadlineW (19)
cost1 =
X1P5
i=1 Xi
costW (20)
(21)
P (0 ≤ x ≤ Xi) = 0.95 (22)
service time =
(µ + kσ)
speed of resource
(23)
P (0 ≤ x ≤ service time) = 0.95 (24)
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Figure 2: Workflows
5.2 Results
We compare our workload allocation scheme (FF (failure
formula)) with traditional job dispatching strategies such as
static (SR) and dynamic reservations (DR) based schedulers
[11]. The reservations are back-ﬁlling enabled, meaning part
of the reserved slot is returned to the pool of free slots if the
execution completes before the reserved deadline. The static
reservation scheduler makes reservations on cluster resources
for all tasks within the workﬂow at the same time. It queries
for reservation slot calculated based on equation 23. If all
slots succeed within the allowed time and cost limit of the
workﬂow, the scheduling operation is a success. In case of
dynamic reservation scheduler, the scheduler obtains reser-
vation slots when the workﬂow task is required to be sched-
uled. FF also schedules workﬂow tasks in a dynamic way,
however FF schedules a collection of tasks of diﬀerent work-
ﬂows based on the MINLP developed in the previous section.
The workﬂows don’t have any slack period, meaning they
are scheduled without any delay as soon as they are sub-
mitted. The main comparison metrics between the schemes
are mean execution time and cost of workﬂows, workﬂow
failures and utilisation of Grid services as we increase λ and
CV. However we will keep our discussion limited to failures
as the main comparison between the schemes is their ability
to satisfy QoS requirements.
5.3 Effect of arrival rate and workload nature
Referring to ﬁgures 3 and 4, for both low and high arrival
rates, FF performs signiﬁcantly better than SR and DR.
However its performance compared to the reservation based
schemes drops as λ increases. This trends continues, but the
advantage gets reducing as arrival rates increase. This can
be explained as follows. When arrival rates increase, more
work needs to be scheduled in less time and the average re-
sponse time and costs are increasing functions of arrival rate,
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Figure 3: Failures vs λ, CV = 0.2 (Simulation 1)
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Figure 4: Failures vs λ, CV = 1.8 (Simulation 1)
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Figure 5: Failures vs λ, CV = 0.2 (Simulation 2)
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Figure 6: Failures vs λ, CV = 1.4 (Simulation 2)
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Figure 7: Failures vs λ, CV = 0.2 (Simulation 3)
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Figure 8: Failures vs λ, CV = 1.8 (Simulation 3)
as is evident from equation 2 in section 4.1. Hence fail-
ures due to missing deadline and cost assignments increase
and as a consequence workﬂow failures increase. Referring
to ﬁgures 5 and 6, for low arrival rates, FF performs signif-
icantly better than the other schemes. Referring to ﬁgures
7 and 8, the situation is similar to the above cases. Hence
heterogenous workload does not change the behaviour of the
schemes.
5.4 Effect of CV of execution time of workflow
tasks
For both low and high CVs of execution time of jobs, the
nature of graphs are similar, however failures increase as
CV increases. In case of heterogenous workload, the graphs
climb more steeply compared to the case of type 1 workﬂow.
In all cases FF signiﬁcantly outperforms SR and DR. This
shows that the variability of execution time does not sig-
niﬁcantly aﬀect the nature of graphs for diﬀerent schemes.
However the advantage of a particular scheme over others
reduces as failures reach limiting values asymptotically. As
CV is increased, failures increase because workﬂow jobs take
longer time to execute and thus tend to complete near their
assigned deadlines or even fail to meet their deadlines. More-
over they also may fail to meet their assigned costs.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The eﬀectiveness of the workload allocation strategy is
evaluated through experimental simulation. Results conﬁrm
that workload allocation strategy performs considerably bet-
ter than the algorithms that do not use these strategies. For
both low and high arrival rates of jobs, the workload allo-
cation technique performs signiﬁcantly better compared to
reservation based schedulers. At the same time the tech-
nique provides the QoS guarantee as well just as reservation
based schedulers provide.
Workﬂow and workload nature also don’t change the per-
formance of the scheme notably. Moreover execution time
variability does not change the performance of the workload
allocation strategy signiﬁcantly for both low are high ar-
rival rates. The queueing formulation allows us to get rid of
advanced reservations. Moreover its performance over reser-
vation based schedulers is signiﬁcant at low and high arrival
rates and CV of execution of workﬂow tasks.
As future work we would like to perform experiments with
workﬂows having a slack period, meaning they can wait for
some time before getting serviced. We would also like to
develop a stochastic version of the MINLP that will help to
further reduce the incurred penalty and in turn minimise
job failures and also provide QoS guarantee for individual
workﬂows.
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